
 

 

MetalGate Records 2014 – dawn of The New Generation 

If you have been following the metal bands contest MetalGate Massacre, you surely 

remember REVENGE DIVISION. In its third installment, this death-thrash metal band from 

Slovakia captivated the audience so much that it made it all the way to the finals, gaining the 

overall bronze position. Two years later, this year that is, the paths of MetalGate and 

Revenge Division meet again, this time to make a new mark in the band’s discography. 

Yes indeed, RD are preparing their debut album and MetalGate Records will be on 

board!  

The album entitled “The New Generation” shall be released in September 2014. It will 

contain 11 blasting tracks, which, although not connected by any conceptual storyline, still 

have a common denominator – the ideal of man’s freedom; a current topic indeed, which 

the album shall explore from various angles.  

It shall explore motifs of propaganda and media manipulation, ideological dogmatism, 

both secular and theological, or power plays that often utilize armed conflicts, the true causes 

of which remain utterly obscured to ordinary people. It is not a coincidence that one song on 

the album is directly inspired by the classic piece of dystopic literature, Orwell’s novel 

“1984”. The vibe however shall not be just pure pessimism, since an integral part of the 

album is a contrasting theme of hope that a way out can be found even from a mess like this.   

The music production is overseen by Tonda Smrčka from the Prague based studio 

Seabeast Production, where the album was recorded, and which in the past cooperated with 

bands like Diphteria or Into Dust. The visual side is being handled by the renowned Isis 

Design Studio, the services of which are used by e.g. Brutal Assault festival, the Austrian 

grinders Mastic Scum, or by the local Noostrak, Poppy Seed Grinder or Desire for Sorrow.  

Fear not, we shall present you the art of “The New Generation” in due time, and thanks to 

the studio reports, you will get a glimpse of how the recording itself went.  

So, do not forget to stay tuned to MetalGate and Revenge Division websites for more 

info.  

www.metalgate.cz 

www.facebook.com/revengedivision 

http://www.metalgate.cz/
http://www.facebook.com/revengedivision

